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CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A POWER CONVERTER
AND METHOD OF OPERATING THE SAME

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/314,900,

entitled "Controller for a Power Converter and Method of Operating the Same," filed on March

17, 2010, which application is incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention is directed, in general, to power electronics and, more specifically,

to a power converter employing a control system configured to make multiple operational use of

a circuit node therein and method of operating the same.

BACKGROUND

A switched-mode power converter (also referred to as a "power converter" or

"regulator") is a power supply or power processing circuit that converts an input voltage

waveform into a specified output voltage waveform. Dc-dc power converters convert a direct

current ("dc") input voltage into a dc output voltage. Controllers associated with the power

converters manage an operation thereof by controlling conduction periods of power switches

employed therein. Some power converters include a controller coupled between an input and

output of the power converter in a feedback loop configuration (also referred to as a "control

loop" or "closed control loop") to regulate an output signal or characteristic of the power

converter. Typically, the controller measures the output characteristic (e.g., an output voltage, an

output current, or a combination of an output voltage and an output current) of the power

converter, and based thereon modifies a duty cycle which can be an ON time or a switching

frequency of a power switch of the power converter to regulate the output characteristic. Other

power converters operate in an open-loop manner wherein an output voltage is produced

substantially proportional to an input voltage.



The number of physical input pins on integrated circuits ("ICs") such as mixed-signal

integrated circuits that embody a controller for a power converter typically sense a single analog

voltage level entering the integrated circuit, and are limited to adjustment of only one internal

signal level by that analog voltage level through external components. Occasionally, there is

also a logic function associated with these input pins as well, but only a single voltage level

sense. Thus, additional pins are conventionally added to an integrated circuit to provide

additional voltage inputs for an internal signal that is utilized by the controller. However, the

additional integrated circuit pins are expensive, especially when exceeding a typical package

limit (e.g., changing from 16 to 1 or more pins). It is highly advantageous from a

manufacturing cost perspective to maintain a standardized pin arrangement.

Accordingly, what is needed in the art is a design approach and related method for a

control system for a power converter that enables multiple functional use of an integrated circuit

input pin without compromising product performance, and that can be advantageously adapted to

high-volume manufacturing techniques without adding significant cost. A further need in the art

is elimination of an opto-isolator by sharing an opto-isolator (e.g. , a feedback opto-isolator) with

another opto-isolator (e.g., a fault opto-isolator) in the power converter.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

These and other problems are generally solved or circumvented, and technical advantages

are generally achieved, by advantageous embodiments of the present invention, including a

power converter employing a control system configured to make multiple functional use of a

circuit node therein and method of operating the same. In one embodiment, the power converter

includes a power train including at least one power switch. The power converter also includes a

control system including an opto-isolator circuit, including a resistor, configured to receive an

output signal from the power converter and provide a feedback signal to a feedback node for the

control system to provide a switch control signal for the at least one power switch. The control

system also includes a current source configured to produce multiple voltage levels at the

feedback node in accordance with the resistor, thereby enabling multiple functional uses of the

feedback node.

The foregoing has outlined rather broadly the features and technical advantages of the

present invention in order that the detailed description of the invention that follows may be better

understood. Additional features and advantages of the invention will be described hereinafter,

which form the subject of the claims of the invention. It should be appreciated by those skilled

in the art that the conception and specific embodiment disclosed may be readily utilized as a

basis for modifying or designing other structures or processes for carrying out the same purposes

of the present invention. It should also be realized by those skilled in the art that such equivalent

constructions do not depart from the spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the appended

claims.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of the present invention, reference is now made to the

following descriptions taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIGURE 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a power converter

constructed according to the principles of the present invention;

FIGURES 2A and 2B illustrate graphical representations of exemplary performance

characteristics of a power converter according to the principles of the present invention;

FIGURE 3 illustrates a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a power converter

including a control system constructed according to the principles of the present invention; and

FIGURES 4 and 5 illustrate schematic diagrams of embodiments of opto-isolator circuits

employable with the power converter of FIGURE 3 constructed according to the principles of the

present invention.

Corresponding numerals and symbols in the different figures generally refer to

corresponding parts unless otherwise indicated, and may not be redescribed in the interest of

brevity after the first instance. The FIGURES are drawn to illustrate the relevant aspects of

exemplary embodiments.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

The making and using of the present exemplary embodiments are discussed in detail

below. It should be appreciated, however, that the present invention provides many applicable

inventive concepts that can be embodied in a wide variety of specific contexts. The specific

embodiments discussed are merely illustrative of specific ways to make and use the invention,

and do not limit the scope of the invention.

The present invention will be described with respect to exemplary embodiments in a

specific context, namely, a power converter employing a control system configured to provide

multiple functional use of a circuit node (e.g., a pin such as a pin of an integrated circuit), or to

eliminate a need for an added opto-isolator for fault reporting or other purposes. While the

principles of the present invention will be described in the environment of a power converter,

any application that may benefit from a control system as described herein including, without

limitation, a bias supply, a power amplifier, or a motor controller is well within the broad scope

of the present invention.

A resonant full-bridge or half-bridge power converter or other resonant power converter

topology with a substantially symmetric input current waveform may be employed in low and

medium power applications such as in a power adapter for a printer because of its low cost and

high power conversion efficiency at power levels of interest for these applications. Power

converters are typically designed to operate continuously at their full rated output power level.

Turning now to FIGURE 1, illustrated is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a

power converter (e.g., a resonant half-bridge dc-dc power converter) constructed according to the

principles of the present invention. The power converter illustrated in FIGURE 1 can be

operated as a variable-frequency inductor-inductor-capacitor ("LLC") resonant power stage or as

a zero-voltage switched quasi-resonant power stage, and is similar to the power converter



described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/642,448, entitled "Controller for a Power

Converter," to Jungreis, et al., filed December 18, 2009, which is incorporated herein by

reference.

The power converter includes first and second power switches Qi, Q2 in series with a dc

bus (at an input of the power converter) produced by a dc input voltage source 110, represented

in FIGURE 1 by a battery, and filtered by an electromagnetic interference ("EMI") filter 120.

First and second switch capacitors C QI , C Q2 represent capacitances of the first and second power

switches Qi, Q2, respectively, or alternatively, discrete capacitors optionally included in the

power converter to retard voltage changes across the first and second power switches Qi, Q2.

The EMI filter 120 provides a substantially filtered dc bus voltage or input voltage Vbus to a

magnetic device (e.g., an isolating transformer or transformer Ti). Typically, the dc input

voltage source 110 would be produced by a bridge rectifier or by a power-factor correction stage.

Although the EMI filter 120 illustrated in FIGURE 1 is positioned between the dc input voltage

source 110 and the half-bridge capacitor voltage divider formed by first and second divider

capacitors C4, C5, the EMI filter 120 may contain filtering components positioned elsewhere in

the power converter.

The transformer T l coupled to the first and second power switches Qi, Q2,has a primary

winding P1, and first and second secondary windings S1, S2 with a turns ratio n :1:1 that is

selected to provide an output signal or characteristic (e.g., an output voltage VOUT) with

consideration of the range of the input voltage Vbus and stress on the power train of the power

converter. A resonant full-bridge dc-dc power converter may be formed with two power

switches substituted for the first and second divider capacitors C4, C . Each of the added power

switches in a full-bridge configuration would be switched substantially synchronously with a

diagonally oriented power switch.



The first and second power switches Qi, Q2 (e.g., n-channel field-effect transistors) are

controlled by a controller (or control system) 140 that produces switch control signals (e.g., gate-

drive signals HDRV, LDRV) to control the first and second power switches Qi, Q2 to conduct for

controlled intervals of time (i.e., for controlled "ON" times). The term "signal" is used herein to

represent, without limitation, a physical voltage or current. The first and second power switches

Qi, Q2 alternately conduct in response to the gate-drive signals HDRV, LDRV (e.g., gate-drive

voltages) produced by the controller 140 with a switching frequency (designated "fs") and a

corresponding switching period Ts = l/f s. The ac voltage appearing or present on the first and

second secondary windings SI, S2 of the transformer Ti is rectified by first and second diodes

Di, D2, and the dc component of the resulting waveform is coupled to the output through the low

pass output filter formed with output filter capacitor Cout to produce the output voltage VOUT.

The controller 140 senses the output voltage VOUT to regulate the ON time of the first and

second power switches Qi, Q2. The OFF time of the first and second power switches Qi, Q2 may

also be adjusted as a function of a current or a power level of the power converter to reduce

power converter losses as described by Jungreis, et al., cited previously hereinabove.

The power converter is operated as a resonant half-bridge topology. The term "resonant"

is employed herein to refer to a switch-mode topology employing a resonant tank circuit or

resonant circuit formed principally by a resonant capacitor Ci and a resonant inductor L es to

produce a current waveform that is a portion of, but may not be a full, sinusoidal waveform. The

resonant circuit is series-coupled to the transformer T \ . The circuit node between first and

second divider capacitors C4, C substantially remains at a voltage approximately equal to half of

the input voltage Vbus with respect to a primary ground, which is identified with the symbol "p."

The secondary ground is identified with the symbol "s." The source of second power switch Q2

is coupled to the primary ground p .



The resonant capacitor Ci and the first and second divider capacitors C4, C are coupled

together at common circuit node No. The first and second divider capacitors C4, C are roughly

equal in capacitance and the combination is generally larger in capacitance than that of the

resonant capacitor Ci. Such a structure provides symmetry from an EMI perspective for high

frequency currents fed back to the dc input voltage source 110, and also provides a relatively

unvarying voltage at the common circuit node No. In an alternative embodiment, one or both of

the resonant capacitor Ci and the first divider capacitor C4 can be omitted from the power

converter. If both the resonant capacitor Ci and the first divider capacitor C4 are omitted from

the power converter, the second divider capacitor C would be selected with a capacitance

similar to that of resonant capacitor Ci.

The resonant inductor L es includes the leakage inductance of the transformer Ti

referenced to its primary winding PI . The effective resonant capacitance is Ceff, given by the

equation:

Ceff = Cr (C4 + C5)/(Ci + C4 + C5) .

The half period T aif of the resonant circuit, which is the period during which a power switch is

turned ON, can be represented approximately by the equation:

If a power switch ON times are approximately equal to the half-period T aif shown above,

the power converter operates as a "dc transformer" that produces an output voltage VOUT

substantially proportional to the input voltage Vbus- The output-to-input voltage ratio is

substantially fixed by the transformer T i turns ratio when it is operated as a dc transformer, and

thus the power converter per se does not provide output voltage regulation if the power switch

ON times are approximately equal to the half period T aif shown above. Regulation of the output

voltage VOUT in such an arrangement can be provided by a pre-converter stage (not shown) that



regulates the input voltage Vbus to the power converter illustrated in FIGURE 1 if a power switch

ON times are approximately equal to the half period T aif shown above.

Control (e.g., modification, alteration, variation, etc.) of the switching frequency by

varying the ON time of the first and second power switches Qi, Q 2 can be employed to regulate

the output voltage VOUT of the power converter. In an embodiment, the ON time (or

conduction periods or a duty cycle) between fixed OFF times of the first and second power

switches Qi, Q 2 may be varied to control the switching frequency to regulate the output voltage

VOUT. The dead times between power switch conduction periods and/or the ON times of the

first and second power switches Qi, Q 2 may be substantially equal, but are not required to be so.

At a high input voltage level, the power train may be operated at a switching frequency

that is higher than the resonant frequency f es of the resonant circuit. At a high input voltage

level, the ON time (often referred to or designated as "To ") of each of the first and second power

switches Qi, Q 2 corresponds to an ON time that is equivalent to a frequency that is a higher than

the resonant frequency of the resonant circuit. In other words, the ON time for each of the first

and second power switches Qi, Q 2 is a little shorter than the half period T aif of the resonant

circuit, and together the first and second power switches Qi, Q 2 are ON for a period of time that

is a little shorter or less than twice the half period T aif. The ON times of the first and second

power switches Qi, Q 2 are preferably, but not necessarily, equal. Thus, the first and second

power switches Qi, Q 2 are turned OFF before the time that the current in the resonant circuit

reaches zero, and the switching period is kept short enough and the dead-time between alternate

switch conduction times long enough to assure that, throughout the tolerance band of variations

of power converter inductances and capacitances, the current through a controlled switch on a

primary side of the power converter will shift to an anti-parallel diode (or body diode) of the

power switch that is about to be turned ON (or prior to turning ON the same) or that the resonant

current has decayed to approximately zero. The body diodes of the first and second power



switches Qi, Q 2 are designated D BDI, DBD 2, respectively. Thus, a variable ON time is employable

in a power converter such as a resonant bridge power converter to regulate the output voltage

VOUT.

In U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/486,520, entitled "Power Converter Employing

a Variable Switching Frequency and a Magnetic Device with a Non-Uniform Gap," to A.

Brinlee, et al., filed June 17, 2009, which is incorporated herein by reference, a switching

frequency of a power switch of a power converter is controlled as a function of a condition of the

power converter representing an output power. Also, a duty cycle of the power switch(es) is

controlled to regulate an output characteristic of the power converter such as the output voltage.

The ON time of the power switches may be controlled (e.g., slightly modulated) to reduce or

cancel a ripple voltage (e.g., a 120 hertz ripple voltage) of an input voltage source such as an

upstream power converter (e.g., a power factor correction converter) to the power converter

employing the power switches.

Turning now to FIGURES 2A and 2B, illustrated are graphical representations of

exemplary performance characteristics of a power converter according to the principles of the

present invention. FIGURE 2A illustrates a switching frequency fs of an LLC power stage as a

function of power converter output power. As output power increases, the switching frequency

fs of the power converter decreases. FIGURE 2B illustrates an opto-isolator output current Iopto

in a controller feedback loop for an LLC power stage, represented by the line 202, as a function

of power converter output power. When output power falls below a lower power threshold, such

as the lower power threshold represented by the vertical dashed line at the power level of three

watts ("W"), the power converter may be transitioned to a low power mode, wherein dead time

between the ON time(s) of the power switches is increased to reduce power converter losses.

When the power converter is operated in such a low power mode, the opto-isolator output current

Iopto falls somewhat to a lower current level, as represented by the line 203, to preserve regulation



of output voltage. Ideally, as introduced herein, to preserve output voltage regulation without an

unnecessary transient in the output voltage, the controller executes a corrective action to

transition between the lines 202 and 203 when the power converter is transitioned between

operation in a normal and a low power mode.

Thus, the OFF times of the power switches (such as the first and second power switches

Qi, Q 2 illustrated with respect to FIGURE 1) may be increased as the load is decreased, such as

indicated by a transient increase of the output voltage of the power converter, which causes the

switching frequency of the power converter to decrease at light loads. The decrease in switching

frequency decreases switching losses. In an alternative design, the ON times of the power

switches (such as the first and second power switches Qi, Q 2 illustrated with respect to FIGURE

1) may be decreased as the load is decreased, which causes the switching frequency of the power

converter to increase at light loads. Exemplary dead times are advantageously increased for

loads below a chosen load point such as three watts so that the power losses are reduced at low

load levels, and conduction and switching-loss trade-offs can be made for the power converter.

The input pins on mixed signal integrated circuits such as an integrated circuit

embodying a controller for an LLC power stage typically sense a single analog voltage level

entering the integrated circuit, and are limited to an adjustment of one internal level by that

analog voltage level through external components. An integrated circuit embodying a controller

is generally formed as an application specific integrated circuit ("ASIC"), and will be generally

referred to herein as an integrated circuit. Occasionally, there is also a logic function associated

with these pins as well, but only a single voltage level sense. Thus, additional pins, which are

generally expensive, are conventionally added to an integrated circuit to provide additional

voltage inputs for an internal signal.

Turning now to FIGURE 3, illustrated is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of a

power converter including a control system constructed according to the principles of the present



invention. The schematic diagram illustrated in FIGURE 3 illustrates a control system with

portions thereof formed as an integrated circuit for an exemplary variable-frequency LLC power

train 301. The schematic diagram illustrated in FIGURE 3 includes processes to provide

multiple functional uses of a circuit node such as single pin (e.g., a feedback node or pin FB). A

controller 304 as described hereinbelow controls an operation of the power trains 301 of the

power converter.

The power train 301 is formed with transformer T2 with primary windings PI, P2, P3 and

secondary windings SI, S2. A bias startup circuit 302 is coupled to hot and neutral lines H, N, of

ac mains to a capacitor C8 through the high resistance of a resistor R8 to provide a startup

voltage for a bias voltage source VCC. When the voltage of the bias voltage source VCC is

greater than a threshold voltage, such as 16 volts, a comparator U24 produces a signal (an under-

voltage lockout "UVLO") that enables power switch control signals DRV A, DRV B to be

generated by the controller. The power switch control signals DRV A, DRV B are coupled to

high-side and low-side driver 307 to initiate switching operation of the power train 301 . High-

side and low-side driver 307 produces gate-drive signals HDRV, LDRV for the power switches

Ql, Q2. The switching action of the power train 301 provides an ongoing energy source for the

bias voltage source VCC from the primary windings P2, P3. An internal five volt linear

regulator 314 coupled to the bias voltage source VCC produces an internal regulated bias voltage

source VREF. A capacitor C5 filters high-frequency components from the regulated bias voltage

source VREF, and provides stability for the linear regulator 314.

The power converter illustrated in FIGURE 3 includes an output voltage sensing circuit

309 that produces signals opto LEDl, opto_LED2 that are coupled to the input of an opto-

isolator U6 in opto-isolator circuit 305. The opto-isolator circuit 305 produces a feedback signal

at the feedback node FB for the controller 304 to enable regulation of a power converter output



signal or characteristic (e.g., an output voltage VOUT). The power converter also includes a

resistor-capacitor ("RT") timing circuit 306 with a soft-start circuit 310.

A current produced by a current source II (or, in an alternative embodiment, a current

sink) is applied within the controller 304 to the feedback node FB to enable multiple functional

uses thereof. The amount of current produced by the current source I I is designed to be low

compared with the current that would otherwise flow through any impedances that would

typically be connected to that node FB. The current source I I is switched ON and OFF with a

timing signal TOFF inside the controller 304. A timing signal TON produced by a timing clock

U12 coupled to the timing circuit 306 is inverted by an inverter U16 to produce the timing signal

TOFF. By placing a large-resistance resistor R23 in series with the feedback node FB, two

levels of voltage can be selectively obtained at the node FB. These two levels of voltage are a

function of both the voltage level that would be present without the current source II as well as

with the (large) resistance value of the resistor R23 (e.g., 100 kilo-ohms '¾Ω ") placed in series

with the feedback node FB and the current source II . Two separate resistors (e.g., resistors R5

and R23) external to the controller 304 can accordingly be used to adjust two separate

parameters therein using only a single integrated feedback node FB. As an example, the value of

the current source II is ten microamperes ("µΑ ") when the timing signal TOFF is high and zero

amperes when the timing signal TOFF is low. Thus, the voltage appearing on the feedback node

FB is equal to the voltage across the resistor R5 when the timing signal TOFF is low and is equal

to the voltage across the resistor R5 plus one volt when the timing signal TOFF is high. The

voltage differential of one volt can be changed external to the controller by changing the value of

the resistor R23.

The feedback node FB thus allows external adjustment of a number of parameters. A

circuit (a non-latching shutdown circuit) 312 illustrated in FIGURE 3 is configured to produce a

non-latching shutdown (e.g., a "hiccup") mode of operation when the voltage of the feedback



node FB exceeds about 3.7 volts (a threshold, "3V7") by turning ON a switch Q16, which shorts

the bias voltage source VCC to local circuit ground through a resistor R31 (e.g., 100 ohms). A

circuit (a latching shutdown circuit) 311 is configured to produce a latching shutdown mode of

operation when the voltage of the feedback node FB exceeds 4.7 volts (a threshold, "4V7") by

turning ON a pair of switches Q19, Q20, which emulates a thyristor. The pair of switches Q19,

Q20 also shorts the bias voltage source VCC to local circuit ground through the resistor R31.

Continuing current supplied by the bias startup circuit 302 provides sufficient current to maintain

the pair of switches Q19, Q20 in a latched-ON state. Thus, when the voltage on the feedback

node FB exceeds 4.7 volts, the power converter will shut down and latch off until the ac mains is

removed. After removal of the ac mains, the latched-off state quickly resets since the voltage

across the capacitor C8 is very low (equal to the ON-state voltage of the thyristor formed by the

pair of switches Q19, Q20) prior to removal of the ac mains, and there is no other substantial

source of stored energy in the path that holds the pair of switches Q19, Q20 in the ON state.

The feedback node FB generates a current through a voltage controlled current source Gl

that is proportional thereto minus an offset of approximately 1.2 volts produced by an emitter

follower Q5 and the base-emitter drop inside the current mirror that is used to create the voltage

controlled current source Gl . This current, which is a function of the feedback voltage at the

feedback node FB, modulates the current into a timing capacitor CI coupled to a circuit node or

pin CT during the ON time of the gate drives (that is, when the timing signal TON is high and

the timing signal TOFF is low). The 1.2 voltage offset allows for an external setting of the opto-

isolator bias current through the choice of the resistor R5.

Turning now to FIGURE 4, illustrated is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an

opto-isolator circuit employable with the power converter of FIGURE 3 constructed according to

the principles of the present invention. The opto-isolator circuit includes a Zener diode ZD400

across a resistor R5 to limit the frequency range of the LLC power stage. A Zener diode ZD401



represents an alternative Zener diode location to limit the frequency range of the LLC power

stage. If the bias voltage source VCC is fixed, the frequency range of the LLC power stage can

be limited by placing a resistor between the collector of the opto-isolator circuit and the bias

voltage source VCC. In cases where a regulated bias voltage source VREF is brought out

external to the controller, the collector of the opto-isolator U6 may be coupled to the regulated

bias voltage source VREF rather than to the bias voltage source VCC. Limiting the frequency

range in either of these ways prevents the opto-isolator U6 from activating either type of fault.

Fault handling in the controller would then employ a separate opto-isolator.

Returning to FIGURE 3, an internal comparator U4 transitions the controller 304 into a

low power mode of operation when the feedback voltage exceeds approximately 2.1 volts [a

threshold based on 1.4 V + VBE Q5]. The low power mode of operation disables the timing of

a switch Q4 on the RT pin and causes the OFF time of the gate drives to become very large as

determined by an external resistor R13 in the timing circuit 306. The feedback level at which the

controller comes out of its low power mode is determined by the 2 .1 volt threshold described

above as well an offset produced by the external resistor R23 placed in series with the feedback

node or pin FB in the opto-isolator circuit 305.

The current source II that may be formed with a current mirror and a resistor in a

conventional manner and controlled by the timing signal TOFF injects a square wave of current

into the feedback node FB. An exemplary injected current amplitude would be approximately

ten microamperes, which produces a square-wave offset voltage of about the same. Since the

resistance of the resistor R5 (e.g., one kilo-ohm '¾Ω ") is typically much lower than the

resistance of resistor R23 (e.g., 100 kilo-ohms) the effect of the ten microampere injected current

on the voltage across the resistor R5 is negligible. The current source II that produces the

current is turned off by a switch S2 during the ON time of the gate drives. What results is a

superimposed square wave voltage at the feedback node FB of the controller 304. The



superimposed square wave voltage has an amplitude equal to the product of the current

amplitude of the switching current source and the external resistor R23 in series with the

feedback node FB. In this case, the amplitude of the superimposed square wave voltage would

be approximately one volt [(10 µΑ) χ · (100 kΩ) = 1 volt].

Logic coupled to the comparator U4 for the controller 304 transitions the same into a low

power mode when the feedback voltage at the opto-isolator emitter rises above 2.1 volts, but

gates the controller 304 out of the low power mode after the feedback voltage at the opto-isolator

emitter falls below about 1.1 volts. The one volt hysteresis band is settable by changing the

resistance value of the external resistor R23.

The process to make multifunctional use of the feedback node FB advantageously

includes turning a low value current source (or sink) ON and OFF in synchronization with a

clock oscillator and injecting the current produced by the current source I I into a circuit node

such as the feedback node FB that is used to sense a voltage. The gating of a condition within

the controller 304 is also timed to coincide with the gating of the current source I I so that a band

of hysteresis is created that can be externally set with a single resistance value (e.g., the

resistance of resistor R23). The process thus allows for an increase in the number of externally

settable parameters for the controller 304 without increasing a pin count. The process can also

be used to increase the number of sensed parameters to three rather than two by using both a

current source and a current sink that are turned ON and OFF in synchronization with the

controller 304.

A signal LLC RUN that is an enabling signal for the overall operation of the power

converter is produced by logic U13. This signal LLC RUN is generally produced by logic U3

that is tailored for a particular power converter design, and will not be further described herein in

the interest of brevity. In addition, internal reference voltages such as "4V7," "3V7," etc.,

representing voltage sources with respective voltages of 4.7 volts, 3.7 volts, etc., are



conventionally produced by small internal dissipative regulators and/or voltage dividers coupled

to the bias voltage sources VCC, VREF, and will also not be further described herein in the

interest of brevity.

Turning now to FIGURE 5, illustrated is a schematic diagram of an embodiment of an

opto-isolator circuit employable with the power converter of FIGURE 3 constructed according to

the principles of the present invention. A current source CS1 and a current sink CS2 are turned

ON and OFF by switches 503, 504 in synchronization with a timing signal TON, which is the

inverse of the timing signal TOFF. To increase the number of sense parameters beyond that

illustrated in FIGURE 3, a delay flip-flop 507 is coupled to the timing signal TON to produce

signals 505, 506 employing AND gates 508, 509 to switch between current source CS1 and

current sink CS2 based on the state of the delay flip-flop 507. For example, a one microampere

current may be injected from the current source CS1 into the feedback node FB at one time, no

current at another time, and then sink a one microampere current into the current source CS2 at a

third time. Using diodes 501, 502 in series with external resistors R23A, R23B, the combination

of which is in series with the feedback node FB would thus lead to a third signal level. Of

course, ones of the diodes (e.g., diode 502) may be omitted.

Returning again to FIGURE 3, the process does not have to be used to change the state of

the controller 304 (for example from standard operation to low power mode). The process can

also be used for other purposes such as to read voltage levels for analog purposes (e.g., such as

for charging an external capacitor in a given amount of time). This example of multiple

functional use of the feedback node FB could also be employed to set a time limit (or integrated

power limit) for short-term over-current protection, for example, in printer power supplies,

without using an additional integrated circuit node or pin.

Thus, a controller 304 has been introduced that may be formed as an integrated circuit for

a power converter. The power converter may be constructed as an LLC power stage. The



controller 304 is constructed with a feedback node FB configured to alter a gate drive signal

[HDRV or LDRV] for a power switch [Q2 or Ql] in the power converter. A current source I I in

the controller 304 is coupled to the feedback node FB. The current source I I may be selectively

turned ON in synchronization by a timing signal (a clock signal) TOFF in the controller 304 (to

produce a square-wave voltage at the feedback node FB). A resistor R23 is coupled between the

feedback node FB and a feedback control signal [such as the feedback current control signal

produced by opto-isolator U6]. Also, a comparator U4 is coupled to the feedback node FB. The

comparator U4 is configured to produce a signal to control a function of the power converter in

response to a voltage produced at the feedback node FB by the selectively enabled current source

II. The selectively enabled current source I I may alter the feedback control signal to

accommodate a low power mode of the power converter. The selectively enabled current source

I I creates a hysteresis band to prevent oscillating between the low power mode and a standard

power mode of the power converter.

The controller 304 may further include a comparator [Ul 1 or U14] as part of one of the

circuits 3 11, 312 configured to transition the controller 304 to another operational mode of the

power converter, such as a latching or non-latching shutdown mode, in response to the voltage

produced at the feedback node FB by the current source I I . The comparator may be employed in

addition to or in lieu of the selectively enabled current source II . A Zener diode (e.g., ZD400)

may be coupled to the feedback control signal to provide a limit for an operational characteristic

of the controller 304 such as a switching frequency.

The controller may further include another current source that is selectively turned ON in

synchronization with the timing signal TOFF and another comparator configured to control

another function of the power converter in response to a voltage produced at the feedback node

FB by the another selectively enabled current source. The another selectively enabled current

source may be selectively turned ON in synchronization with a sub-multiple of the timing signal



TOFF such as a sub-multiple clock signal produced by a T (toggle) flip-flop coupled to the

timing signal TOFF.

Additional pins are also conventionally added to a controller formed as an integrated

circuit to enable additional parameters to be set related to timing conduction of power switches.

Typically, an oscillator function of the controller is formed with a charge/discharge source

connected to an external resistor and capacitor. A sense node or pin is coupled to the external

capacitor that senses the voltage on the external capacitor, and another pin is employed to

provide another coupling to the external resistor. This allows a single controller parameter to be

set through external components. As introduced herein, two changes are made to a conventional

circuit to enable several parameters to be externally set for the controller using the same two

pins. The first change involves enabling a charge/discharge pin also go to a tri-state value during

certain modes of operation of the controller. The term tri-state refers to a circuit condition

wherein a signal line is open circuited, and pulled neither high nor low. The second change

involves gating the information from the feedback control node or pin FB, a third pin, to draw

current through the external timing capacitor CI during a charge or discharge cycle, but

preferably not both.

As previously described hereinabove, FIGURE 3 illustrates an example of a controller

304 that may be formed as an integrated circuit and an external circuit connected thereto. The

controller 304 produces switch control signals DRV A, DRB B coupled to a high-side and low-

side driver 307 for a variable-frequency LLC power stage 301 . An oscillator section of the

controller 304 that produces the timing signals TON, TOFF is coupled to two nodes (or pins)

labeled RT and CT as illustrated in FIGURE 3 . The pin labeled CT monitors voltage across the

timing capacitor CI while the pin RT causes a charge/discharge of the timing capacitor CI by

going high, low, or tri-state. The external timing network includes the timing capacitor CI,



timing resistors Rl, R22, R13, and diode Dl. The soft-start circuit 310 is also included in the

timing circuit 306.

When a voltage on the pin RT is high, the timing capacitor CI charges through series-

coupled resistors (charge/discharge resistors) Rl, R22. Due to the presence of the diode Dl,

when the voltage on the pin RT is low, the timing capacitor CI discharges through the resistor

Rl . The resistor R22 has negligible effect. When the circuit coupled to the pin RT is tri-state

(e.g., when the switches Q4, Ql 1 are both disabled to conduct), the timing capacitor CI slowly

discharges through resistor R13. While the resistor R13 is always in the circuit regardless of the

state of the circuit coupled to the pin RT, in practice, the resistor R13 has negligible effect when

the circuit coupled to the pin RT is not tri-state since the resistances of resistors Rl, R22 are

significantly smaller than the resistance of resistor R13. Furthermore, the voltage of the

feedback node FB is translated to a current inside the controller 304 by voltage controlled current

source Gl. This current increases the charging rate of the timing capacitor CI to change the ON

time of the switch control signals (or gate drive signals). The switch S3 shuts off the current

source Gl (which is increasing the charging rate) during the discharge of the timing capacitor CI

(corresponding to the OFF time (or dead-time) of the gate drive signals). The voltage on the

feedback node FB, therefore, only affects the ON time of the power switches Ql, Q2, not the

OFF time.

When the voltage of the feedback node FB exceeds a predetermined threshold (about 2.1

volts for the power converter illustrated in FIGURE 3), the controller 304 switches into a low

power mode. In the low power mode, the circuit coupled to the pin RT is tri-stated during the

OFF time of the power switches Ql, Q2. The length of the OFF time is determined by the

resistance of resistor R13, and is significantly longer than the OFF time that would normally be

used. For example, during normal operation, one might have the timing signal TOFF = 800

nanoseconds ("ns") and the timing signal TON might vary from four microseconds ("µ ") to 12



as the load varies. During the low power mode, the OFF time might be changed to one

millisecond ("ms"). As described by Jungreis, et al. cited above, changing the OFF time to on

the order of one millisecond reduces losses at very low power levels.

Accordingly, the normal operation ON time, normal operation OFF time, and low power

OFF time can be set with external resistors using two integrated circuit nodes or pins RT, CT.

Furthermore, since the feedback voltage threshold for transitioning to a low power mode is fixed

internal to the controller 304 and corresponds to a fixed level of timing current being supplied to

the external timing capacitor CI, the gate drive ON time at which the controller 304 enters low

power mode can be changed by adjusting the value of the timing capacitor CI . The ability to

externally set the OFF time is important since it allows tuning a resonant tank to have

substantially zero-voltage switching regardless of a transformer leakage inductance.

It is also noted that pulling the CT pin up to a voltage between 2.5 and five volts and

holding it at a voltage level puts the timing into the OFF time and effectively disables the gate

drive signals, thus allowing a separate control mechanism for disabling the output of the power

converter. Pulling the CT pin to local circuit ground will also disable the power converter as

well as reset the soft-start circuit; however, when pulling the CT pin to local circuit ground, one

of the gate drive signals will be kept high. Thus, a process and method are introduced to design

an integrated circuit for a controller 304 so that multiple {e.g., four) parameters can be adjusted

with two timing pins on the integrated circuit such as the ON time, OFF time, low power OFF

time, and low power threshold voltage. One of the timing pins can also be used for an output

gate drive disable function.

Thus, a controller 304 has been introduced that may be formed as an integrated circuit for

a power converter {e.g., a power converter constructed with an LLC power stage). The

controller 304 is constructed with two nodes or pins, a first node CT and a second node RT. A



capacitor CI is coupled to the first node CT. A comparator U12 is also coupled to the first node

CT, and the comparator U12 is configured to control a power switch of the power converter.

The second node RT is coupled to the first node CT through a resistor-diode network (a timing

circuit 306). A first switch Ql 1 is coupled to the second timing node RT. The first switch Ql 1

is configured to couple the second node RT to a bias voltage source, and the second node RT is

configured to charge the timing capacitor CI through a resistor R22 in the timing circuit 306

when the second node RT is coupled to the bias voltage source by the first switch Ql 1. A

second switch Q4 is also coupled to the second node RT. The second switch Q4 is configured to

couple the second node RT to a second voltage level, local circuit ground. The second node RT

is configured to discharge the capacitor CI through a resistance Rl in the timing circuit 306

when the second node RT is coupled to the second voltage level by the second switch Q4.

If the bias voltage source is brought out of the controller 304 (i.e., if the bias voltage

source is duplicated external thereto through a linear regulator) one can flip the resistor-

capacitor-diode network shown in the timing circuit 306 as well as flip the logic. In the power

converter illustrated in FIGURE 3, the second node RT is raised to five volts to charge the timing

capacitor CI when the timing signal TON is enabled. Pulling the second node RT to zero volts

discharges the timing capacitor CI when the timing signal TOFF is enabled. In tri-state, the

large resistance resistor R13 discharges the timing capacitor CI to local circuit ground. Since

local circuit ground is generally available, this is a convenient arrangement to allow slow

capacitor discharge in the tri-state.

If the logic is flipped, then the second node RT would be dropped to zero volts to

discharge the timing capacitor CI, corresponding to when the timing signal TON is enabled.

The second node RT being raised to five volts would charge the timing capacitor CI,

corresponding to when the timing signal TOFF is enabled. A disadvantage with this direction of

the charge/discharge of the timing capacitor CI is that a tri-state does not allow a slow discharge



of the timing capacitor CI unless the resistor R13 is connected to five volts rather than to local

circuit ground. The resistor R13 cannot be connected to five volts unless either the bias voltage

source is externally available on the integrated circuit, or another five voltage supply is created

such as by using a five voltage Zener diode or a linear regulator after the bias voltage source.

The controller 304 is further constructed to operate the first and second switches Ql 1, Q4

coupled to the first node CT in a tri-state mode in response to an internal signal, wherein the first

switch Ql 1 and the second switch Q4 are both disabled to conduct, enabling the timing capacitor

CI to be discharged through a third resistance R13. The internal signal is generated by a

comparator [Ul 1 or U14] sensing a voltage produced by a feedback control signal coupled to a

feedback node or pin FB exceeding a threshold voltage level to signal the controller 304 to

operate in a low power mode. A Zener diode ZD400 may be coupled to the feedback control

signal to provide a limit for an operational characteristic of the controller 304, such as a

switching frequency. Ac-dc power supplies typical require the secondary side of the circuit to

transmit fault information (e.g., overvoltage protection "OVP" and overcurrent protection "OCP"

signals) to a controller to latch off the operation of the power converter or to initiate an auto

restart mode. Transmitting fault information across the primary-secondary isolation boundary

usually entails adding a second opto-isolator in addition to a first opto-isolator used for the

feedback signal. Adding a second opto-isolator to the design of a controller takes up additional

space and cost.

The integrated circuit for the controller 304 is generally formed with comparators

coupled to a feedback node or pin FB. When a voltage of the feedback node FB exceeds a level

expected in a normal feedback range, it trips fault logic in the integrated circuit. There are two

levels for comparison beyond that of the normal feedback range. The lower level initiates a non-

latching fault, wherein the operation of the power converter is restarted when the voltage of the

feedback node FB falls below the lower level, and a "wait" time has expired. The higher level



initiates a latching fault that generally requires removal of input power to the power converter for

a sufficient period of time to reset.

As mentioned above, FIGURE 3 illustrates an example of an integrated circuit formed

with an opto-isolator circuit 305 employed to transmit a feedback signal across the primary-

secondary isolation boundary. The controller 304 produces gate drive signals HDRV, LDRV for

the variable-frequency LLC power train 301 . The feedback signal from the output of the opto-

isolator circuit 305 is coupled to the feedback node FB. The feedback node FB can generate a

response to two types of fault shutdowns. When the voltage on the feedback node FB exceeds

approximately 3.7 volts, the output of comparator U l 1 goes high, which initiates a hiccup mode

(i.e., a non-latching fault mode). In the hiccup mode, the gate drives are disabled and at the same

time, switch Q16 turns ON, drawing down the bias voltage source VCC. After the fault signal

goes away as indicated by the feedback voltage dropping below 3.7 volts, and after the bias

voltage source VCC goes low enough to trigger an undervoltage lockout ("UVLO"), the switch

Q16 is turned off, thus allowing the external high-voltage current source (or resistor) to recharge

the bias voltage source VCC. The hysteresis designed into the UVLO (e.g., the controller 304

turns ON at 16 volts but operates down to ten volts) will cause a substantial delay for the

controller 304 to turn back ON after the fault is cleared. If the fault condition continues to

reappear after the gate drive signals HDRV, LDRV are enabled, the gate drive signals HDRV,

LDRV will stay ON for a short time followed by a long period of being OFF, which is often

referred to as a hiccup mode. As soon as the fault is cleared, the power converter automatically

restarts, since this is a non-latching fault.

The feedback node FB is responsive to a second type of fault shutdown. If the voltage of

the feedback node FB exceeds 4.7 volts, a thyristor formed by the pair of switches Q19, Q20

draw down the voltage of the bias voltage source VCC and continue to hold the voltage of the

bias voltage source VCC down while there is any current flowing thereto, which can be sourced



by the bias startup circuit 302. The non-latching fault input already described disables the gate

drive signals HDRV, LDRV while the fault on the feedback node FB exceeds 3.7 volts. Thus,

when the voltage at the feedback node FB exceeds 4.7 volts, the gate drive signals HDRV,

LDRV are disabled and the thyristor formed by the pair of switches Q19, Q20 will turn ON,

holding down the voltage of the bias voltage source VCC.

In the case of the non-latching fault, the switch Ql 1 draws down the voltage of the bias

voltage source VCC until the UVLO signal goes low. In contrast, during a latching fault, the

thyristor draws down the voltage of the bias voltage source VCC as long as there is any holding

current in the thyristor. The bias startup circuit 302 that is designed to provide startup power to

the controller 304 provides the holding current for the thyristor. If the bias voltage source VCC

is connected to a rectified input line via a high-voltage current source or by a resistor, the

controller 304 will remain latched off until the power converter is disconnected from the ac

mains for a sufficient period of time (e.g., to discharge the capacitor C8), and is then

reconnected.

In order to use the latching or non-latching fault capability of the controller 304, the

secondary-side fault output is connected to a switch (switch Q21 in FIGURE 3) and series

resistor R45 to draw a large amount of current through the opto-isolator circuit 305. The high

level of current through the opto-isolator circuit 305 causes the feedback node FB to rise to a

sufficiently high voltage to trip the fault circuitry inside the controller 304 as described above. If

the voltage of the feedback node FB is allowed to rise to any value, then the latching fault will be

initiated when there is a fault. If a Zener diode (e.g., 4.2 volt Zener diode) is placed across the

feedback node FB, then the feedback pin will be unable to exceed the 4.7 volt threshold of the

latching fault and, therefore, only a non-latching fault can be initiated.

The opto-isolator circuit 305 that is already used to provide a feedback signal to the

feedback node FB to regulate an output signal or characteristic of the power converter such as



the output voltage VOUT can therefore also be used to provide latching or non-latching fault

capability for the power converter. Whether the fault is latching or non-latching can be set

externally by the presence or absence of a Zener diode on the feedback node FB.

Thus, a controller 304 has been introduced that may be formed as an integrated circuit for

a power converter. The controller 304 is constructed with a feedback node FB configured to

receive a feedback control signal from an opto-isolator circuit 305 to produce a control signal for

a power switch in the power converter. The power converter may be constructed, without

limitation, as an LLC power stage or a pulse-width modulated ("PWM") power converter. A

comparator U l 1 is coupled to the feedback node FB, and the comparator U l 1 is configured to

enable a first mode of operation for the power converter (e.g. , a non-latching shutdown mode)

when a voltage to the comparator U l 1 produced at the feedback node FB exceeds a first

threshold voltage. A selectively switched current source, resistor R45, switch Q21, may be

coupled to the opto-isolator circuit 305, and the selectively switched current source may be

employed to selectively produce a level of current in the opto-isolator circuit 305 sufficient to

trip the comparator U l 1. The controller 304 further includes a comparator U14 coupled to the

feedback node FB, and the comparator U14 is configured to enable a second mode of operation

for the power converter (e.g., a latching shutdown mode), when a voltage to the comparator U14

produced at the feedback node FB exceeds a second threshold voltage.

A Zener diode ZD400 may be coupled to the feedback control signal to prevent the

voltage to the comparator U14 produced at the feedback node FB from exceeding the second

threshold voltage. A Zener diode ZD401 may be placed directly across the feedback node FB to

prevent the voltage to the comparator U14 produced at the feedback node FB from exceeding the

second threshold voltage. Inclusion of the Zener diode prevents the comparator from enabling

the second mode of operation.



Those skilled in the art should understand that the previously described embodiments of a

power converter including circuits to make multiple functional use of a circuit node or pin and

related methods of operating the same are submitted for illustrative purposes only. While a

power converter including circuits to make multiple functional use of a circuit node or pin has

been described in the environment of a power converter, these processes may also be applied to

other systems such as, without limitation, a bias supply, a power amplifier, or a motor controller.

Additionally, it should be understood that separations in circuit functions are provided only for

the purposes of description, and selected circuits may be combined into an integrated controller

and still fall within the broad scope of the present invention. For the purposes of the discussion

herein, a control system may include, without limitation, a controller, opto-isolator circuit,

timing circuit, bias startup circuit, output voltage sensing circuit and a driver. In short, any

circuit that assists in the management or control of a power train of a power converter may be

incorporated into a controller or control system.

For a better understanding of power converters, see "Modern DC-to-DC Power Switch-

mode Power Converter Circuits," by Rudolph P. Severns and Gordon Bloom, Van Nostrand

Reinhold Company, New York, New York (1985) and "Principles of Power Electronics," by J .

G. Kassakian, M. F. Schlecht and G. C. Verghese, Addison-Wesley (1991).

Also, although the present invention and its advantages have been described in detail, it

should be understood that various changes, substitutions and alterations can be made herein

without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

For example, many of the processes discussed above can be implemented in different

methodologies and replaced by other processes, or a combination thereof.

Moreover, the scope of the present application is not intended to be limited to the

particular embodiments of the process, machine, manufacture, composition of matter, means,

methods, and steps described in the specification. As one of ordinary skill in the art will readily



appreciate from the disclosure of the present invention, processes, machines, manufacture,

compositions of matter, means, methods, or steps, presently existing or later to be developed,

that perform substantially the same function or achieve substantially the same result as the

corresponding embodiments described herein may be utilized according to the present invention.

Accordingly, the appended claims are intended to include within their scope such processes,

machines, manufacture, compositions of matter, means, methods, or steps.



WHAT IS CLAIMED:

1. A control system, comprising:

an opto-isolator circuit, including a resistor, configured to receive an output signal from a

power converter and provide a feedback signal to a feedback node for said control system to

provide a switch control signal for a power switch of said power converter; and

a current source configured to produce multiple voltage levels at said feedback node in

accordance with said resistor, thereby enabling multiple functional uses of said feedback node.

2 . The control system as recited in Claim 1 further comprising a timing circuit

configured to provide timing signals to said current source as a function of a timing capacitor at a

node and a charge/discharge resistor at another node.

3 . The control system as recited in Claim 1 further comprising a current sink

configured to produce said multiple voltage levels at said feedback node in accordance with said

current source and said resistor with a series-coupled diode.

4 . The control system as recited in Claim 1 wherein said opto-isolator circuit

includes a Zener diode across said resistor configured to limit a frequency range for said power

converter.

5 . The control system as recited in Claim 1 further comprising a voltage controlled

current source configured to modulate a current of a timing capacitor as a function of said

voltage levels at said feedback node.

6 . The control system as recited in Claim 1 further comprising a comparator

configured to enable a low power mode of operation for said power converter when a voltage

level at said feedback node is above a threshold.



7 . The control system as recited in Claim 1 further comprising a circuit configured

to enable a hiccup mode of operation for said power converter when a voltage level at said

feedback node is above a threshold.

8. The control system as recited in Claim 1 further comprising a circuit configured

to enable a latching shutdown mode of operation for said power converter when a voltage level

at said feedback node is above a threshold.

9 . The control system as recited in Claim 1wherein portions of said control system

are formed as an integrated circuit and said feedback node is a pin thereof.

10. A method, comprising :

receiving an output signal from a power converter;

providing a feedback signal to a feedback node to provide a switch control signal for a

power switch of said power converter; and

producing multiple voltage levels at said feedback node, thereby enabling multiple

functional uses of said feedback node.

11. The method as recited in Claim 10 further comprising limiting a frequency range

for said power converter.

12. The method as recited in Claim 10 further comprising enabling one of a low

power mode of operation, a hiccup mode of operation and a latching shutdown mode of

operation for said power converter when a voltage level at said feedback node is above a

threshold.

13. A power converter, comprising :

a power train including at least one power switch; and

a control system, including:



an opto-isolator circuit, including a resistor, configured to receive an output signal

from said power converter and provide a feedback signal to a feedback node for said control

system to provide a switch control signal for said at least one power switch, and

a current source configured to produce multiple voltage levels at said feedback

node in accordance with said resistor, thereby enabling multiple functional uses of said feedback

node.

14. The power converter as recited in Claim 13 wherein said control system further

comprises a timing circuit configured to provide timing signals to said current source as a

function of a timing capacitor at a node and a charge/discharge resistor at another node.

15. The power converter as recited in Claim 13 wherein said control system further

comprises a current sink configured to produce said multiple voltage levels at said feedback node

in accordance with said current source and said resistor with a series-coupled diode.

16. The power converter as recited in Claim 13 wherein said opto-isolator circuit

includes a Zener diode across said resistor configured to limit a frequency range for said power

converter.

17. The power converter as recited in Claim 13 wherein said control system further

comprises a voltage controlled current source configured to modulate a current of a timing

capacitor as a function of said voltage levels at said feedback node.

18. The power converter as recited in Claim 13 wherein said control system further

comprises a comparator configured to enable a low power mode of operation for said power

converter when a voltage level at said feedback node is above a threshold.



19. The power converter as recited in Claim 13 wherein said control system further

comprises a circuit configured to enable a hiccup mode of operation for said power converter

when a voltage level at said feedback node is above a threshold.

20. The power converter as recited in Claim 13 wherein said control system further

comprises a circuit configured to enable a latching shutdown mode of operation for said power

converter when a voltage level at said feedback node is above a threshold.
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